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xperimental techniques using optically
nabled ring oscillators

oshua D. Schwartz, Michael B. Venditti, and David V. Plant

We present a method for characterizing transceiver performance in parallel optical data links. By
establishing a bidirectional link between two optically enabled chips, the conditions for a ring oscillator
are made possible. We propose this technique as a means of measuring the sensitivity of transceiver
latency to controlled variables such as temperature, optical output power, supply voltage, and device
misalignment. This method is noninvasive and independent of the packaging, circuit topology, and
optical medium used. The technique is demonstrated experimentally, and results are compared with a
simulation. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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. Introduction

mproved integration of optical transmitters and re-
eivers with traditional chip fabrication techniques
as produced new technologies for interchip optical
ommunication. These technologies are aimed at
ircumventing both the growing limitations of elec-
rical interconnects and the increasingly restrictive
in counts of ever-shrinking, more-sophisticated
hips. Research efforts have yielded chips that are
tted with upwards of one thousand optical receivers
nd surface-normal transmitters �such as the
ertical-cavity surface-emitting laser �VCSEL�� mak-
ng use of the third spatial dimension for communi-
ation. Such arrays demonstrate the potential for
igh data rates with minimal crosstalk.
In the operation of a parallel optical data link, it is

esirable that the elements of the array behave syn-
hronously. Skew arising between array elements
ill reduce the likelihood that all bits are ready to
roceed at each clock edge. Poor synchronicity of
ata in a parallel link limits the ability to operate the
ink at high data rates. Thus the capability to mea-
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ure latency �and, by implication, skew� in a parallel
ptical data link is of significant value in testing new
nd existing transceiver designs. However, it is pro-
ibitively difficult, owing to capacitive loading effects
nd the inherent speed limitations of complementary
etal-oxide semiconductors �CMOS� devices, to make

uch precise latency measurements by conventional
lectronic means.
Several approaches to this problem have been in-

estigated.1,2 One such approach makes use of an
lectrical ring oscillator.1 Traditionally, such oscil-
ators have been used to obtain information about the
atency of a given transistor technology. Such an
scillator operates on the principle that an odd num-
er of inverters in a closed-loop signal path results in
teady-state sinusoidal oscillation at the maximum
ossible frequency. The oscillation period is the
um of all electrical delays in the loop, including those
f the inverters. We extended this idea to make use
f the optical domain. By allowing an inverter in the
ing to also serve as a transmitter for a multiple
uantum-well �MQW� modulator, this technique uses
ptical readout to make noninvasive measurements
f the oscillation period. We successfully used this
echnique to measure inverter propagation delay and
nvestigate load capacitance effects. The principle is
llustrated in Fig. 1�a�.

In another approach,2 precise latency measure-
ents with picosecond resolution were achieved by
se of short optical pulses �return-to-zero signaling
ormat�. To obtain these measurements, a pump–
robe setup was assembled in which a mode-locked
aser was incident upon an on-chip detector. The
ubsequent voltage pulse train generated by the re-
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eiver was used to modulate an MQW reflector. By
robing the reflector with a delayed copy of the input
eam, precise latency measurements were possible.
n this and other works, return-to-zero signaling is
hown to yield certain performance improvements
ver non-return-to-zero signaling.3,4

We extend the principle of noninvasive measure-
ent using a ring oscillator to include the full optical-

o-electrical-to-optical �O–E–O� signal path,
ncluding on-chip detectors and conventional, laser-

ig. 1. Illustration of possible ring oscillator setups. �a� Electri-
al ring oscillator with optical readout. A cw laser beam is en-
oded with the oscillation by an MQW reflector and then detected
or measurement. �b� OERO �two chips� using on-chip sources
nd detectors. �c� OERO using one chip only.
ased transmitters instead of MQW inverters, in or-
er to achieve a generic, system-level means of
haracterizing transceiver performance. Although
he technique presented is theoretically independent
f the signaling format, the current state of fully
ntegrated source technology precludes the use of
hort optical pulses, and as a result this technique is
resently limited to non-return-to-zero signaling.
Our approach demonstrates the concept of an op-

ically enabled ring oscillator �OERO�. The remain-
er of this paper introduces the general operational
rinciples of an OERO and provides the details of one
pecific OERO implementation as applied in an ex-
erimental context, including a comparison between
imulated and experimental data. This paper is or-
anized as follows. Section 2 describes the general
rinciples of an OERO system as well as the assem-
ly and packaging requirements of one such system.
ection 3 discusses the optical system used for imag-

ng and details the alignment procedure of the
ERO. Section 4 contains a discussion of the exper-

mental results obtained and a comparison to simu-
ation, as well as a discussion of measurement
ncertainty and jitter. Section 5 concludes the pa-
er.

. OERO Principles and Assembly

y facing two optically enabled chips, a bidirectional
ink can be established, as shown in Fig. 1�b�. With
n odd number of inverters in the signal path and the
roper biasing, the system will achieve steady-state
scillation. The period of oscillation is the sum of all
elays in the ring as follows:

TOSC � 2�LRX � LTX � LINV � LEI � TOF�, (1)

here LRX, LTX, LINV, and LEI represent the delays of
he receiver, the transmitter, the inverter, and the
lectrical interconnects, respectively, and TOF is the
ptical time of flight. The contribution of the optical
OF to the oscillation period is significant and is a

unction of chip separation; flight delay can contrib-
te roughly a nanosecond for a 40-cm chip separation,

ncluding travel time through optical elements in the
ystem �a large chip separation exists to accommo-
ate the imaging system, which will be discussed�.
owever, the TOF is a fixed delay that is independent

f optical power levels and temperature, among other
actors. Thus, although this setup does not ap-
roach the picosecond resolution of previous work2

as shall be shown�, it is nonetheless suitable for
easuring changes in transceiver latency as a result

f changes in externally controllable variables.
part from characterizing transceivers, an OERO
ay be also applied to measure the latency of any

igital circuit interposed between an existing optical
nput and output. It is also possible to create an
ERO in the use of a single chip, as illustrated in Fig.
�c�.5 Such a system would exhibit a smaller TOF
nd could be implemented in free space �as depicted�
r with use of a fiber waveguide.
The strength of this technique is its versatility,
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2457
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ecause it is independent of transceiver circuit topol-
gy, device packaging, and optical transmission me-
ium �free space or guided� and is applicable for both
ptically single-ended and differential systems.
ne limitation of the OERO is that because the os-

illation period tends to be large �owing to the addi-
ion of fixed delays such as TOF�, this technique
ould not be suitable for accurately measuring such
igh-speed electrical parameters as rise time.
To provide a demonstration of the assembly of an
ERO, we discuss one possible implementation of

his technique in an experimental context. The ex-
eriment consists of measuring changes in receiver
atency with respect to changing incident optical
ower levels.6 This experiment is well suited for an
ERO, because it is concerned with a relative mea-

urement instead of an absolute measurement and it
eatures an easily controlled variable �optical power
hroughput�. A test chip was fabricated using
.5-�m Ultra Thin Silicon �UTSI� CMOS process
echnology from Peregrine Semiconductor (San Di-
go, California), which employs an electrically insu-
ating sapphire substrate. The chip contains four
ifferent receiver designs �one implementation in
ach chip corner� in order to investigate how chang-
ng optical input power level affects receiver latency.
ach receiver circuit drives a small block of transistor

ogic that is externally controlled in software to act as
ither a buffer or an inverter. This is necessary be-
ause the operation of an OERO requires an odd
umber of inversions in the signal path; thus one chip

n the setup acts to invert the signal, whereas the
ther chip simply buffers it. This buffer–inverter
rives a transmitter circuit �all corners of the chip use
dentical transmitters in this experiment�. The
ransmitters were externally controlled with use of
witches for toggling VCSEL bias and modulation
urrents.

The chips were manually packaged in 100-pin pin-
rid arrays �PGAs� along with 1 � 4 bars of VCSELs
nd photodetectors �PDs� abutted against the chip
ides in the corner being tested. This abutment was
ossible because of the nonconductive nature of the
hip substrate. Wirebond connections were added
anually to connect the chip to the PGA and to the
CSEL and PD bars. A photograph of one packaged
hip corner is shown in Fig. 2. The chip was de-
igned for an optically differential signal. Only two
f the optical elements on each bar were used, com-
rising one optically differential channel to and from
ach chip.
Two test chips in PGAs were inserted into test

oards and mounted onto micropositioning stages
ith control over six axes of motion �three transla-

ional, three rotational�. Because the optical system
sed for imaging was inverting �as will be discussed

n Section 3�, one board was rotated by 90° with re-
pect to the other in order to properly image the
CSELs of one chip onto the PDs of the other and vice
ersa, as illustrated by Fig. 3. This inversion is of no
urther consequence to the establishment of optical
458 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
hannels, because two optical inversions occur during
single round trip.

. Optical System

his section is concerned with the imaging and align-
ent requirements of a free-space OERO. An
ERO does not, in principle, have to be free space and

ould be created with the use of fiber as the trans-
ission medium. An in-fiber OERO removes the
eed for a bulky imaging system and would ease the
omplexity of alignment. Nevertheless, such a sys-
em would have its own challenges to overcome. It
ay be more difficult, for example, to characterize

rrays of varying sizes by use of fiber than it would be
o implement several simultaneous free-space
EROs between two chips.
The principle requirements of the optical system in
free-space OERO include: i� providing 1:1 imaging
ith minimized distortion over a sufficiently large

ig. 2. Photograph of a packaged test chip corner with a 1 � 4 bar
f VCSELs �bottom� and another of PDs �left�.

ig. 3. Illustration of face-to-face identically packaged test chips.
he rotation illustrated from starting position �dotted� is necessary
o properly align the image of one chip with the inverted image of
he other.
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bject area to contain the lasers and detectors, ii�
reserving bidirectional symmetry, and iii� facilitat-
ng the observation of both chips for visual alignment.
he last requirement implies that achromatic lenses
re preferable, since the VCSEL wavelength of 850
m should remain spatially consistent with the
isible-light image of the chip. The optical system
sed in the experiment consisted of a 4f telecentric,
ouble-Petzval configuration, depicted in Fig. 4.
his is an inverting system intended for 1:1 imaging.
he details of the optical system are summarized in
able 1. This system was initially designed for a
ifferent imaging problem to accommodate rays that
re as far off axis as 3.2 mm �representing a square
bject area of 4.5 mm � 4.5 mm� with a spot size of no
reater than 20 �m.7 Since the object area of the
xperiment containing the VCSEL and PD bars is
pproximately 2 mm � 2 mm, this system is more
han adequate for implementation in this OERO.

In the gap between the L2 lenses, where the light is
pproximately collimated, a beam splitter was in-
erted for imaging and detection. With the setup as
n Fig. 4, it was possible to simultaneously observe
oth chips with use of CCD cameras, which aided in
he alignment procedure. Each camera was pre-
eded by a small focusing lens � f � 40 mm�. A pho-
ograph of the complete OERO system is shown in
ig. 5, including the detector used to spatially filter
ne optical channel for frequency measurement.
The first step in the manual alignment of an OERO

s to locate the central optical axis. This is made

ig. 4. Top view of OERO optical system. Cameras #1 and #2
mage chips A and B, respectively.

Table 1. Optica

Lens Model Focal

L1 Edmund Scientific E32723
L2 Melles-Griot 01LAO114

Obj�image-L1 �mm� L1-L2

Distance 19.4 25.
Tolerance N�A 0.1 i
impler by inserting an iris in the optical system and
hen observing each chip �using the CCD cameras�
hile the translational micropositioners are ad-

usted. The use of an iris also has the added benefit
f reducing off-axis reflections. Once this coarse
lignment has been established, the VCSELs of one
hip are turned on, and the resulting spots on the
pposite chip can be used to gauge how far off the
lignment is. The quality and size of the spots cre-
ted can be used to judge proper z distance of the
hips from the optical system lenses. The angular
icropositioner controls are adjusted �along with

ome compensation from the translational position-
rs� to yield a small, circular spot image on each chip
ocated on the appropriate photodetectors. Once
his has been established, it is possible to test the
ntegrity of the optical link by toggling the VCSEL

odulation current on a given chip. If the VCSELs
re properly imaged onto the opposite chip’s pair of
hotodetectors and sufficient optical power is deliv-
red, the VCSELs of the targeted chip should also
oggle. Fine tuning the alignment, once it has been
stablished that both chips are working, is straight-
orward. A bidirectional link will spontaneously be-
in to oscillate �if an inversion has been set in the
ignal path� and both VCSELs on each chip will ap-
ear to be “on.”
The spatial location and angle of the VCSEL and

D bars, as packaged on chip, are critical, and the
wo chips must be as similar as possible, because
mall angular deflections on chip are exaggerated to

tem Properties

gth �mm� Diameter �mm� Thickness �mm�

0 25.00 11.40
11 31.0 9.50

L2-L2 �mm� Chip-to-Chip �mm�

37.0 �170
1 in z Inter-element xy: 0.05

ig. 5. Photograph of the assembled OERO. Two CCD imaging
ameras and a photodetector are used simultaneously by using two
eam-splitters �BS�.
l Sys

Len

60.0
80.0

�mm�

0
n z
20 April 2004 � Vol. 43, No. 12 � APPLIED OPTICS 2459
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2

e macroscopic angles when aligning test boards that
re spaced far apart. The alignment tolerance is a
unction of the device area of the VCSELs and PDs
for spatial positioning of the bars in the PGA� and
he maximum deflections of the angular microposi-
ioners used. In the experiment presented, there
as a spatial positioning tolerance of approximately
5 �m �roughly three-fifths of the VCSEL�PD device
rea of 25 �m� for the bars in the PGA. Angular
olerance of the chip and abutted bars is approxi-
ately 100 mrad about the optical axis, while a rig-

rous analysis of the tip–tilt tolerance of the bars
hemselves was not performed.

Once oscillation is established, a detector must
hen be aligned in order to measure the frequency.
lignment of the detector with one of the optical
hannels is simplified because, with enough illumi-
ation, the detector’s image is captured by the oppo-
ite camera �through the beam splitters� and
uperposed with that of the imaged chip corner.
hus alignment can be achieved with visual cues

rom a single camera image.
There are several potential concerns that arise
hile aligning an OERO. As discussed in Section 2,

he OERO is well suited for measuring changes in
evice latency with respect to externally controlled
ariables. If the variable being controlled is optical-
ower throughput, care must be taken in choosing
he proper mechanism for varying the power. If the
ource laser is multimode, then adjusting the
urrent-drive strength to change the output power
ay alter the mode profile and inadvertently affect

he distribution of optical power incident on the pho-
odetector area. This effect can be avoided by main-
aining a fixed current drive and inserting
ttenuative, nondispersive optical filters into the op-
ical system. Adding optical elements, however,
ay perturb the alignment.

. Results

he OERO described was used to measure receiver
atency versus received optical power. This was
chieved by varying the modulation and bias current-
rive strength of the VCSELs of each chip �in a small
nough range to avoid provoking multimode behav-
or� and observing changes in the oscillation period of
he OERO. An optical power-sensing wand was in-
erted in the optical setup to measure the VCSEL
utput and to determine the throughput of the optical
ystem, which was measured at 31%. The actual
nput photocurrent received by the detectors was es-
imated with use of the photodiode responsivity from
he data sheet.

Typical measured OERO oscillation periods were
rom 14 to 20 ns for the circuits under test, depending
n the nature of the preamplifier.6 Depending on
he quality of the alignment, some jitter was observed
n the digital scope, which was a function of received
ptical power. The magnitude of this jitter was es-
imated by observing the raw oscilloscope samples.
or received optical powers of 1.5 mW, jitter com-
rised approximately 3–5% of the oscillation period
460 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 43, No. 12 � 20 April 2004
	0.3-ns measurement uncertainty�, whereas for
ower received powers near 0.5 mW the jitter was far
orse, roughly 30% of the oscillation period �	4-ns
ncertainty�. Because the optical system is nondis-
ersive, the increasing jitter can most likely be at-
ributed to diminishing signal amplitude at the
eceiver. This is a familiar result from traditional
lectronic ring oscillators �Leeson’s equation�.8 The
easurements of the oscillation period were per-

ormed with use of the averaging function of the dig-
tal scope. Averaging over 16 samples was sufficient
o produce stable, consistent sinusoid traces for oscil-
ation period measurement. An example of a sinu-
oidal trace detected in the experiment is presented
n Fig. 6.

Of the four receiver types under test, two were
ased on a transimpedance �TIA� design and two
ere based on a common-gate amplifier �CGA� de-

ign. One of each design was implemented using dc
hotocurrent rejection �DCPR� designed to reduce
kew in receiver arrays by stabilizing the latency over
broad range of input photocurrents. The OERO
as used to demonstrate an approximate 60% reduc-

ion in skew for the CGA with use of DCPR, and a
imilar reduction for the TIA. A computer simula-
ion of the oscillator is presented in Fig. 7, and a

ig. 6. Sample of an OERO sinusoid captured on the digital scope.
eriod of oscillation is approximately 15 ns.

ig. 7. Software simulation of OERO for 4 receiver types �does not
ccount for time-of-flight and interconnect delays�.
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ample of the results collected from the OERO is
hown in Fig. 8. The experimental data indicates
igher periods of oscillation owing to the existence of
elays that were not accounted for in simulation �spe-
ifically, TOF and wirebond–interconnect delays�.

. Conclusion

EROs are a novel approach to the characterization
f electrical parameters of optically enabled chips.
his technique is most suitable for making relative
easurements of electrical parameters, such as

ransceiver latency with respect to externally con-

ig. 8. OERO results for the CGA-based receivers �top� and TIA-
ased receivers �bottom�.
rolled variables. OEROs have several desirable
eatures, including noninvasive measurement and
nough versatility for a broad range of implementa-
ions.
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